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Abstract
This article proposes another way of looking at how urban Romania was built in socialism, little 
explored: through official images. The main research question considered the official visual 
discourse of the Romanian state on urban territorial identities reflected in picture postcards, 
during the socialist period (1948-1989). Thus, the aim of this research is to expose and discuss 
the political hegemonic discourse as ubiquitous in these visual representations of the Romanian 
cities. The research objectives focused on identifying elements that supported the idea of a visual 
discourse that is coherent and resonates with the Romanian Communist Party’s propaganda 
by analyzing how images in picture postcards of the urban area were constructed. This visual 
imagery was interpreted through visual analysis in relation to the political discourse of the 
period. Results showed that the self-legitimation discourse of the Romanian Communist Party 
set the norm in representations of urban Romania in picture postcards.

Keywords
urban modernization, socialist renewal, architectural standardization, picture postcards, building 
urban identity

Introduction, Main Research Question, and Objectives

This research proposes another way of looking at how urban Romania was built in socialism, 
little explored: through official images. The question of representation in the official visual dis-
course of socialist Romania is central to this research. From my experience as an inhabitant and 
as a researcher, Romania is an ideal case to examine visual discourse and the included representa-
tions, in connection to the process of forming symbols of its territory and “the specificities of the 
socialist city.”1 There are diverse conceptions of Romanian place-attachment and what factors 
favor it, and I chose to research the official visual discourse having the function of creating place-
attachment through representations of the urban area while focusing on legitimizing the 
Communist political system and its socialist approach to modernization and progress.

The main research question was the following:
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Research Question: Which was the official discourse of the Romanian state during the social-
ist period (1948-1989) on urban territorial identities reflected in picture postcards?

Thus, the aim of this research is to expose the political hegemonic discourse as ubiquitous in 
visual representations of the Romanian cities. Rural area was mostly omitted in the produced 
picture postcards and therefore also in my selection about development in the Romanian society. 
To achieve this aim, the research objectives were (1) to identify visual imagery in the form of 
picture postcards, circulated during socialist Romania, with focus on the development and 
changes of the urban area; (2) to identify the key representations of the urban area which are con-
nected to the development discourse; (3) to identify and discuss the new markers of urban iden-
tity introduced in the representations on picture postcards; and (4) to identify any elements that 
support the idea of a visual discourse that is coherent and resonates with the Romanian Communist 
Party’s propaganda by analyzing how images in picture postcards of the urban area were con-
structed during the Romanian communism.

I consider the politics of representation in relation to socialist development in Romania. The 
visual imagery of picture postcards articulated Romanians’ socio-spatial consciousness of the 
urban area, being part of the “pedagogy of space,” similar to school textbooks2 during socialism. 
I considered this hypothesis, as well as the fact that some topics were overrepresented at the 
expense of others, thus supporting the stereotyping process of the Romanian space. That is, some 
iconic images of the urban area speak for the entire country, which was still rural, to a large extent 
(during this period, more than half of the country’s population was living in villages). These 
urban identity-scapes are totemic images to the iconography of Romania.

Therefore, I analyze the discursive construction of certain themes that reiterated heavily dur-
ing the 1970s and 1980s Romania and transformed into traits of the Romanian urban territorial 
identity. In this context, picture postcards reflecting progress during socialist Romania were a 
means of bonding people to the urban area and to modern Romania as a whole.

This study on picture postcards solves the lack of research in Romania on visual discourse 
informed by picture postcards, taking into account the fact that they were used as a means of 
communication which was for the majority more accessible than telephones, for instance, and 
also more reliable in a period when control, supervision, and censorship by the state were 
ubiquitous.3

This research is informative and scientifically valuable from several perspectives: from a 
methodological one (due to the scarcity of studies and methods used so far to explore and analyze 
the picture postcards’ visual discourse in a socialist country); from an ideological/political per-
spective—the educational role of these representations and their impact on structuring and adapt-
ing people’s structures of expectations4 cannot be denied; from a policy perspective, due to the 
function of picture postcards for informing citizenry on the “right” representations of their cities; 
from an interdisciplinary perspective, because such studies require researchers’ use of theoretical 
knowledge and methods employed by a series of different scientific fields: Cultural Studies, 
History, Geography, Economy, Architecture, Sociology, Sciences of Education, Psychology, the 
Arts, and so on.

In this study, the focus is on representations of development, out of the many topics reflected 
in picture postcards about the urban area, during the construction of socialism. The visual culture 
of the socialist period was shaped by various means. My research documents the state’s motiva-
tion of constructing representations having an educational purpose during socialist Romania and 
analyzes these representations. The discourse construction of a wealthy and improved, better 
socialist Romania was underpinned by iconic images. The selected visual imagery (i.e., picture 
postcards) testifies that socialist ideas are still strong in shaping Romanians’ perceptions of their 
towns and cities, underlining the discourse on the now and then, either with a sense of loss or 
frequently with a nostalgic touch. In addition, my research on representations from the past aims 
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at providing the material and discussion for understanding present representations about 
Romanian society, and about the city and its development.

State of the Art

Urban Romania—the city and its inhabitants—was seen in the context of socialism and national 
communism, two salient ideologies starting their spatial impact with the 1950s and guiding rep-
resentations of the present and visions of past and future until the beginning of the 1990s.

Representation is the core concept in this research. The centrality of representations in shap-
ing our lives and our perception of space and place5 is advocated for in these pages. The repre-
sentation is a mental image of reality, which has undergone changes through a cognitive process. 
In this research, the focus is on the socio-spatial culture as a result of a certain spatial socializa-
tion during socialist Romania, involving political agency in the form of propaganda. I used visual 
imagery and visual analysis6 to decode the representations of the socialist city, in full economic 
and architectural development.7 Thus, I could “see” urban identity creation in action under 
Nicolae Ceauşescu.

Referring to the landscapes created by the dominant culture, Cosgrove8 describes the condi-
tions under which they are built and the meaning of ideology in relation to those in charge of 
power. Similarly, Mitchell9 argues that there is a strong relationship between ideology and land-
scape (the latter representing or reflecting the first). As such, the constructivist paradigm is the 
framework I use in studying the representations of the urban area.10 In addition, previous research 
on landscape and territorial identity markers in picture postcards11 has been useful in building the 
conceptual framework of the present study.

Concerning picture postcards, the initial point was that of the appearance of photography, 
around 1830. In 1869, postal cards were introduced (in Austria).12 The use of photography on 
postcards resulted in the creation of a powerful visual mass media: the picture postcard (1889). 
Picture postcards, as topographic photography that was mass printed and distributed, represented 
a democratization of communication and information because they were affordable.13 At that 
time, such visual imagery was supposed to be truthful and objective, authenticating any kind of 
messages.14 “Topographic postcard culture”15 influenced the imagination about space and place 
in Romania, too. In this country, postcard publishers supported documentary photography which 
was flourishing around 1900.16 Although their imaginations are considered subjective at present, 
they were especially powerful later, during socialist Romania, because of the strong propaganda 
apparatus supporting their circulation. Thus, they have become part of a larger political, social, 
and economic narrative.

Worldwide, among the topics represented in picture postcards are those about the nation, ethnic 
groups, and gender, usually related to cultural stereotypes and in the framework of tourism and 
cultural studies.17 These topics sometimes overlap. The picture postcards were researched consid-
ering (1) the history of the picture postcard,18 with focus on people and events,19 (2) political 
events,20 (3) ethnicity,21 (4) touristic activities,22 and (5) gender23 as (6) tools enabling architectural 
voyages,24 enabling communication,25 and also for a comic approach to a variety of topics.26

However, research on the Romanian urban area during socialism using picture postcards is 
scarce,27 and this study fills a gap in both methodology and the resulting theoretical discussion.

Method

Research Material and Data Collection

The picture postcards I use were circulated in the public space and in the education system as 
identity building and national building resources. Thus, they were distributed within Romania, 
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for communication purposes and mainly addressing a local audience. The picture postcards were 
used in schools to illustrate lessons or were entering private picture postcard collections (belong-
ing to children, to the youth, or to adults). They may be considered historical documents. The unit 
of analysis is the image as representation. Some of these representations are more generous, 
rendering a series of overlapping cultural layers in the landscape, but still subordinated by the 
dominant visual discourse.

Visual imagery in the form of picture postcards printed and circulated during socialist Romania 
(1948-1989) was collected during the last years by the author. The postcards had to meet the 
selection criterion of being representations of development, in the form of changes in the urban 
structure and its landscape. In addition to this, another criterion was that of being representations 
of political or economic power in the same area. For collecting the visual material, three sources 
were used: the author’s private collection, Romanian websites selling postcards (the items entered 
also the author’s private collection), and the Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde (IfL) Archive in 
Leipzig, Germany. A total of more than 250 pieces were collected for urban Romania during the 
socialist period. These postcards are representations of political change and economic progress; 
they are urban imagery documenting city transformations in search for a new urban identity.28 I 
noticed that this imagery falls in the following categories: representations of political power, of 
industrial objectives and development, of civic centers, Syndical Houses of Culture, universal 
stores, new hotels, and of new mass housing buildings and neighborhoods. For publishing in this 
study, I selected thirteen picture postcards for Transylvania and western Romania (the former 
territory under Austro-Hungarian rule, which influenced architectural production and urban 
image), and the other eleven were for eastern and southern Romania. Out of these, more picture 
postcards were used for Cluj, as the cultural capital of Transylvania (six pieces), and this was also 
due to availability. For Bucharest, I used four pieces. I have tried to offer a balanced selection of 
the picture postcards that support and illustrate my argumentation. Complementary sources as 
references on the history, architecture, and geography of the urban area in that period enabled 
contextualizing and analyzing the contents of this visual imagery.

Visual Analysis for Data Analysis and Interpretation

This article is based on a subjective form of research consisting of interpreting representations. 
Thus, I represent again these representations of the urban area, in a written and visual discourse 
about the visual one emphasized by picture postcards of the socialist period. Therefore, it is part 
of and based on the theory of representations.29 In this research, I consider representations as part 
of contemporary narratives about urban identities, propaganda as influencer of the constructed 
images, and images as influencers of later perceptions of urban Romania and decision-making. 
Civic centers, Syndical Houses of Culture, universal stores, hotels, factories, and residential 
areas with blocks of flats were repetitive elements in most picture postcards on towns/cities; thus, 
I focused my analysis on their representations.

These representations are easily connected to discourses about development, socialism, and 
communism during the period. The geography of the city is represented in picture postcards and 
can be related to development discourses without difficulty. Visual imagery was interpreted 
through visual analysis in relation to the political discourse of the period, as both imagery and the 
all-encompassing discourse were produced by propaganda in close connection with development 
and the overarching idea of progress.

This visual discourse constructed a certain type of geographical imagination about Romania 
and its urban space. To deconstruct it, I selected picture postcards as cultural artifacts that con-
tributed to institutionalizing Romania’s territorial identity, especially through the discourse on 
urban areas. They implement the institutionalization of symbols or visual markers, rendering 
them into the icons of socialist cultural landscape. These place images are stereotypical in con-
tent and contribute to building shared cultural repertoires.30
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To advance this research methodologically, besides the theory of representations, I considered 
the concept of image, which has been researched since the 1950s (business language in the 
United States), gaining more visibility through Behavioral Geography in the 1960s and 1970s.31 
The image was explained through the concept of perception (i.e., in the form of cognitive repre-
sentations), mainly of visual perception, which was generally defined as “a representation of 
reality” to be constructed either in the absence of external stimuli or due to personal experience.32 
Tani differentiates between two types of images: the public images—“an intentionally produced 
impression”—and the mental images—“a mental representation of something, not by direct per-
ception, but by memory and imagination.”33 In my study, I focus on the first type and also argue 
that the study of the urban public image is necessary to be researched further to understand the 
contents of Romanians’ mental images in the past and the present.

Similar to the role of language in meaning production and creating discourses, images are 
considered texts that can and should be analyzed. In my visual analysis, I am not looking for the 
truth or the exclusive meaning of images/visual representations, but I am deconstructing them 
using the hints that the social and political contexts offer. This research area on images and rep-
resentations is narrowed down to the Romanian state’s discourse during the socialist period as 
resulting from representations of the urban area in postcards, taking into account the role of 
images in identity construction.34 The viewpoint of the image construction is that of the Romanian 
Communist Party. The official representations aim at creating the “symbolic shape”35 of urban 
places, areas, and of Romania from a development perspective.

Therefore, this is a visual research project, offering a possible interpretation to visual imagery 
in the form of picture postcards, critically analyzing how the “representational layer”36 was built 
to influence people’s lifestyle in the city. They are not simple images, but they are documents 
(i.e., archive/historical photographs). My aim is to identify certain regularities in the visual dis-
courses/texts that I have analyzed, which point out to the larger political and economic context.

Results and Discussion

Communist Party Ideology, the Socialist Society, and Architectural Production in 
the Urban Area

Industrialization, urbanization, and systematization were the key territorial development policies 
in socialist Romania with a radical spatial impact. The reconstruction campaign at the national 
level was aiming at improving people’s living standards. Large-scale industrialization of the 
construction process37 was perceived as a solution by Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej (The Romanian 
Communist Party leader), starting with 1958.38

Regional differences reflected in the urban architectural heritage were relevant in the case of city 
centers, and the built heritage was influenced by the Austro-Hungarian Empire (led by the House of 
Habsburg) for Transylvania, up to 1918, and by the Ottoman Empire for Moldova and Wallachia. It 
should be underlined that the Habsburgs invested resources in developing Transylvania during their 
rule, whereas the Ottomans controlled the other two provinces and used them as a good develop-
ment source in a manner that dried out their resources. Against this background, the Romanian 
nationalist discourse would support demolitions especially in the case of heritage created under the 
foreign rule of the Romanian provinces, and in general, the new was favored, while the old was 
usually erased and covered, not preserved, especially during Ceauşescu’s regime.

In 1965, Nicolae Ceaușescu assumed the function of General Secretary of the Romanian 
Communist Party, after his predecessor, Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej, died. In 1968, his new administra-
tive reform created more than twenty county capitals, which had to be supported through indus-
trial investments and new services that brought about radical changes of their texture,39 enabled 
especially through the 1974 Systematization Law.40 The processes of modernization, systemati-
zation (commencing in the 1970s), and preservation, as territorial planning strategies, are 
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represented in picture postcards, highlighting urban development (Figure 1).41 Vais underlines 
the architects’ role in changing the face of Romania according to the Party’s indications.42 As a 
rule, urbanization processes in Romania mainly consisted of demolition and reconstruction; 
many changes were brutal ones also in the old city centers beginning with the late 1970s and were 
driven by supposedly economic efficiency and social needs.43

Both the Communist Party’s politics and Ceaușescu’s visions made public through his dis-
courses had a strong impact on the cityscape. The rhetoric about planned economic develop-
ment, industrialization, forced urbanization, and the needs and aspirations of the New Socialist 
Man44 influenced the architectural production during this period, which had to keep pace with 
these profound modernization processes.45 Urbanization was massively industrialized, while 
attention to functionality and local adaptation were not issues considered by planners and archi-
tects. In the process of the industrialization of architecture, this was reduced to its technical 
aspects.46 The 1970s marked the climax and generalization of large-scale prefabrication, reflect-
ing the golden thread of the Romanian construction sector: the mixture of prefabrication and 
traditional craft.47 Images in picture postcards reflected these paced planning narratives. They 
reinforced the master narrative,48 at the same time betraying a fascination with large-scale urban 
transformations and with recording and presenting the rapidly changing urban landscape and 
the societal modernizing process.

The discourses of modernization, urbanization, and systematization were driven by a complex 
ideology, and as a visual discipline, architecture had a special relationship with power. The pro-
fessional culture of the Romanian architects had a problematic relationship with the political 
regime. This relationship stemmed from the architectural expression they were demanded to 
observe while considering both their professional standards and the Party’s ideology.49

Figure 1. Triumphant image of the systematisation of seaside resorts - The Romanian seaside at 
Jupiter, 1981 propaganda postal cards series “60 Years since the Creation of the Romanian Communist 
Party, 1921-1981.”
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Because people’s ideological (re)education was paramount, among the first, the architects had 
to be (re)educated. For instance, in civic centers, institutional and Party power was portrayed to 
legitimize and perpetuate it. In this context, many architects chose the position of cautious silence 
or that of not engaging with ideology and societal problems and needs, when a minority engaged 
politically while still being duplicitous in their actions and thus ensuring their successful careers; 
even less expressed their discontent openly or in subversive architectural language.50 The “human 
landscape” of the period was affected by censorship, self-censorship, and duplicity.51 The archi-
tects’ position within decision-making concerning architectural production during the period was 
embedded in the larger context of the discursive constitution of national values with the intel-
lectuals’ involvement.52 To sum up, architects were characterized by “general professional apa-
thy towards political action.”53

The relation between architecture and politics is reflected in the buildings constructed during 
the period. The building activity and the urban built landscape were under the direct influence of 
the plans of economic development; the first one to be launched was in 1949-1950.54 Architectural 
production during Romanian socialism may be divided into three periods: 1952-1958 (1959)—
socialist realism, 1959-1971—guided modernism, and 1972-1989—neo-Stalinist post-modern-
ism or absolute re-Stalinization of architecture.55 In what architectural expression was concerned, 
the trends were “modernism and a search for a national style.”56

The politics of representation during this period was heavily influenced by propaganda and 
political intrusion both in the planning process and in stylistic expression (i.e., in the 1980s, 
Ceaușescu started to dictate even the latter).57 In 1971, N. Ceaușescu’s speech to the Conference 
of the Union of Architects closed modernism in architecture. He spoke of “our national specific-
ity” in architecture.58 In fact, earlier, in 1965, National Communism started after one of Ceaușescu’s 
discourses, and national specificity became an ideologically manipulated obsession, giving birth 
to the Romanian socialist style.59 Therefore, both architects and Party propaganda were involved 
to a different extent, while the former were subordinated to the state and its planned economy.60

Urban Development and Its Representations

As mentioned above, the aim of this research is to identify and analyze critically the images of 
the socialist Romanian urban areas through the produced and circulated picture postcards, expos-
ing the role of the Romanian Communist Party and its propaganda in development and its repre-
sentations. Therefore, I present two connected points: (1) the visual discourse on development 
and political power in picture postcards, and (2) the new markers of urban territorial identity 
introduced in picture postcards.

Visual discourse on development and political power in picture postcards. In this section, I correlate 
the dominant discourse with its representations. My aim is to show that power and the hegemonic 
discourse were ubiquitous in representations of the urban area. During this period, the urban area 
was a space with “successful” instances of how urban growth could be accommodated. I docu-
mented this through representations in picture postcards, and therefore this study is to be included 
among those exploring urban territorial identities through images.61

People’s representations of space and even the unspectacular and regular become part of the 
familiar reality, and inhabitants attach to it in emotional and/or intellectual manner.62 These pic-
ture postcards were tools of a strong and extensive apparatus which was not dialoguing with the 
people but telling them which the right way was to see their living environment. The perceived 
space impacted people’s lived space.63

Their intention and the meanings proposed by the photographs in that context64 (as we cannot 
devoid images of their authors’ intention, the same way we must grant the viewers with the right 
to a diversity of interpretations) were to support mainly a strong symbolical transfer between the 
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represented object and the viewer. And the symbols of images rendered them not neutral to the 
power relationship in the Romanian socialist society. These images speak not only about what 
they represent but also about the relationship they invite us to have with the objects of their rep-
resentations.65 They structure not only representations, but also our knowledge and feelings 
about those places. We appropriate those images, and they become part of us. Our understanding 
of places and our identity within places restructure.66

Research proved the impact of images on shaping people’s images of places, so it is therefore 
safe to ascertain the same for the images of the urban promoted in picture postcards. The visual 
discourse as part of the Romanian Communist Party’s larger propaganda also aimed at matching 
the imagined space with the lived/experienced one and the symbolic-ideological space with the 
physical and relational one, and eventually, the imagined landscape is compatible with the actual 
one, as the lived and the imagined always interact.67 Memory of places and representations filter 
and shape our perceptions of the present. The image functions through a certain effect.

These picture postcards include the hegemonic discourse about representations of the urban 
and about architectural planning policies and practices. Besides the message about the socialist 
modernization of Romania, they reiterate ideological messages per se or within the economic, 
social, and cultural ones,68 as ideology and propaganda were embedded in all spheres of life. This 
discourse guides people’s perceptions, it gives them a manual of how to see and relate to places, 
and it builds and rebuilds their image of the city.

During socialist Romania (1948-1989), representations and symbols of political and eco-
nomic power prevailed in the urban area. The legacy of socialist stereotypes is present in the 
contemporary images of the urban area and its landscape, being still active and affecting post-
socialist social relations.69 Their encomiastic messages are only one source having contributed to 
the construction of the Golden Age of Romania, after Ceaușescu consolidated his power as 
supreme leader, between 1965 and 1974.70 These representations were part of the “Communist 
project,” shaping Romanians’ behavior and expectations, and influencing how reality was 
produced.71

Picture postcards ended up in including emblematic images or icons of Romanian national 
identity because they were published and reiterated with the acceptance of the official authori-
ties. Picture postcards include many nationalistic cultural gestures representing and legitimizing 
political power (Figures 2–4); therefore, the urban landscape is the result of a representational 
practice.72

Visual ideological markers in the form of privileged architecture “truthfully” represented eco-
nomic and political power in urban landscapes. Representations of these achievements consisted 
of picture postcards celebrating the Romanian Communist Party and propaganda postcards 
(Figure 1).

Picture postcards encouraged a contemplative way of consuming the distant places and a dis-
embodied experience of places from the people’s native country, and they could see the transfor-
mations of the urban landscape out of these representations. This passive consumption of distant 
places from Romania was highly involving, because people saw that changes similar to those in 
the places they inhabited were characteristic of other places in the country, too. They could build 
an imagined community73 in this manner, as they felt proud of the progress represented in those 
images—the progress they all had worked for.

In Romania, the architectural production and visual production were homogenized and 
resulted in iconic images to be integrated into the citizens’ national identity and in their structures 
of expectations.74 Lacking freedom, Romanians were couched into being proud of certain sym-
bols of socialist progress, which the entire nation had created, from a heroic past to an equally 
glorious present and bright future.

Knowledge and practice were Communist Party business in all fields, and the ideologically 
correct visual discourse was a tool with several functions: to educate, to legitimize power and its 
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Figure 2. “Bucharest. Headquarters of the Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party” 
(text in Romanian, English, French, German and Russian; photo by Al. Mendrea, Meridiane Publ. House), 
built up at the beginning of the 20th century. Nicolae and Elena Ceaușescu fled by helicopter on 
December 22, 1989 from this building after failing to calm the masses through a speech.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.

Figure 3. Bucharest. The Victory Blvd., The Palace Hall ([Sala Palatului], built in 1959-1960 to celebrate 
the 3rd Congress of the Communist Party), Bucharest Store (interwar building), Giuleşti Cinema (built in 
the 1970s), and again the Palace Hall with a Dacia car in front of it, a symbol of Romanian industrial success.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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impact in all spheres of life, to control (including censorship and self-censorship), and to trans-
form socialist accomplishments into iconic images. There are several topics favored by represen-
tations in picture postcards, which I name the new markers of urban territorial identity introduced 
in the representations on picture postcards: the civic center, the Syndical House of Culture, the 
universal store, the hotel, the factory, and the residential areas with blocks of flats. Certain visual 
elements are reiterated to underline ideas in the economic, cultural, and political discourses. The 
Party’s strong nationalistic agenda was translated into architectural projects and choices and in the 
reflection of these in the urban representations on picture postcards. Prefabrication and standard-
ization helped modernization as conceived by the Romanian Communist Party and by Ceaușescu 
to be put into practice rapidly, efficiently, and with significant impact on people’s lifestyles and 
perceptions of their future and country’s development.75 Powerful visual imagery was used as a 
propaganda tool to underline the success of socialist development and of Communist ideology. 
Homage ones, celebrating socialist achievements abounded. Ideological landscape is transformed 
into reality and in printed visual representations so as to conform to ideological requirements. 
Voyeuristic pleasures are not afforded in Romanian picture postcards.

The synecdoche elements of the landscape and the role of the urban landscape in legitimizing 
political power76 are vivid in picture postcard representations. Part of this legitimizing process 

Figure 4. Bucharest. The Arch of Triumph, the politically and ideologically charged building of Casa 
Scânteii (Scânteia [The Spark], official newspaper of the Romanian Communist Party was created 
there), The Opera, The Museum of the History of the Romanian Communist Party, Victory Road 
(with “Capitol” Hotel built in 1901 and the Palace of the Telephones, built in the interwar period), The 
Monument of the Heroes Fighting for the Peoples’ Freedom and Fatherland, for Socialism (inaugurated in 
1963), The CEC Palace (State-owned banking institution), Herăstrău Park.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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and discourse consisted of ideologizing the landscape, and transforming and modernizing the 
urban area (Figure 5).

Brutal interventions in the urban tissue were characteristic of this totalitarian regime, and in 
most cases, the buildings were not correlated aesthetically and volumetrically. These representa-
tions are a legacy of the national, political, and economic culture of Romania. They spoke of 
what was representative for the Romanians, as inhabitants of socialist Romania. They were rep-
resentations from the inside, mostly for Romanians. In certain cases, more languages were used 
to name, on the back of the picture postcard, what was represented (I identified mainly political 
relevant places—where four foreign languages were used).

New markers of urban territorial identity introduced in picture postcards: introductory remarks.  
Through picture postcards, a discourse on how Romanians themselves built socialism was 
propagated, its transformations all over the country being offered thus, for appropriation by all 
“the working people.” The symbolic places of the city were now accommodating new build-
ings or were completely transformed to welcome new city dwellers and offer them the prom-
ised new and better socialist life. High hotels and very large general stores were markers of 
economic power and prestige for the respective cities. Local newspapers advocated for these 
changes, too, using text and images.77

Figure 5. Deva. Ideologizing the landscape: Centre of the city – with the “1st of December 1918” Blvd. 
and a new and high block of flats with a chain of shops on the ground floor; in the upper right corner, is 
the Statue of Decebal, leader of Dacian tribes in the first century AD, showing that the town was rooted 
in history. It is placed in the main city park, facing the Law Court building and Doctor Petru Groza 
memorial house; in the lower left corner, is the statue of the Communist leader Dr. Petru Groza, prime 
minister under Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej’s rule; a panoramic view.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Stars of the building effort during socialist Romania were the political-administrative buildings, 
the Syndical Houses of Culture, the hotels, the universal stores—physical proofs of the propa-
gandistic interests of the period78—and the new neighborhoods with blocks of flats. The new 
image of the city was shaped by these new contributions to the urban area (buildings as well as 
newly created open spaces). All the above were required to keep alive over decades the memory 
of the totalitarian system, but it may be that to a certain degree they accomplished their other 
function: of convincing the Romanian people of the unity between power and local communities. 
This will be exemplified and discussed in the following pages. However, first, the representation 
of state within the local community was done by means of the civic centers.79 This is proved by 
the alternative name that they bore: “political-administrative centre,”80 with an uncertain statute 
in people’s perceptions.

It may be argued that during this period economic progress and development in general (social 
and cultural included) were visible in the architectural projects and decisions: architecture was 
promoting triumphalist and self-congratulating ideas which were also reminding of traditional 
Romanian architecture—translated into “specificity.” Elements of specificity are represented in 
picture postcards with images of the diverse edifices rapidly built during socialism, testifying the 
search for the Romanian character of architecture: concrete façade elements were among the 
most frequent ones and the easiest way out of the political demands, stressing the necessity of 
cutting costs and disregard for the aesthetic but still wanting to get the Party’s ideological mes-
sage across. The symbols were not commodities in the tourist sector in socialist Romania, but 
they had an ideological purpose.

Figure 6. Turda. A panoramic view, a boulevard, the old city theatre, the new housing district and 
industrial architecture and representations of development.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Architectural representations of power and representations of them in picture postcards of the 
period are rendered below, through representations of civic centers (Figures 10 and 11), industrial 
objectives (Figures 6 and 7; this topic will not be developed here because of paper length restric-
tions), new cultural institutions (i.e., the Syndical House of Culture—Figures 12 and 13), new 
hotels, restaurants, and shops as markers of commercial success (Figures 9 and 10), and mass 
housing (Figures 8 and 9). The new factories appear as single images mostly (Figure 7), but there 
are also cases when they are part of a visual discourse where other markers of political and/or 
economic power are represented (Figure 6). Communist Party policy was mirrored by industrial 
architectural production (i.e., huge industrial complexes), giving priority to representations of 
heavy industry, chemical industry, and so on in urban development, similarly to what was true for 
economic policy in Romania during that period.81

The picture postcards were part of the nationalist discourse on the homeland while displaying 
actions of ordering the urban public space. With the exception of the industrial objectives, which 
were not represented in urban civic centers, I will refer to all the above, as, in one way or another, 
they were part of civic centers’ representations (i.e., they were often included in the civic centers, 
and also in other parts of the urban area). In other words, the civic center was a collage of old and 
especially new political, economic, and cultural urbanity markers (Figures 10 and 11).

Introducing the development star: The civic centre. Theodor Rădulescu, an urban engineer, was 
the first to use the term “civic centre” in 1927, during a meeting with politicians from the local 
administration of Bucharest.82 The first document mentioning the building of civic centers in the 
urban area, during the systematization of the territory, is a draft of the directives for the Roma-
nian Communist Party National Conference.83 The civic center was a concept originating from 
the American movement at the beginning of the twentieth century, called “City Beautiful,” and 
not many were aware of that.84

Figure 7. Oradea. The Alumina Factory.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Figure 9. Zalău city centre in the 1980s.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.

Figure 8. Dej. New residential neighbourhood on the Florilor Hill with repetitive items of collective 
housing and new transport infrastructure.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Public authority is represented in architectural projects. Civic centers were hosting these 
projects during socialist Romania, with a number of studies dedicated to their appearance and 
later use.85

Civic centers were intended to host the Party’s supreme leader’s political rallies. The public 
manifestations in support of the political power were meant to take place in these civic centers 
where the political-administrative headquarters were the main landmark86 (Figure 11). 
Unfortunately, for the achievement of successful public manifestations of political power, the 
support and undermining of the “civic” spirit were co-existing in the same space.87

Usually, in the city square, which was ordering and imposing a hierarchy in the city,88 politi-
cal disruption appeared as a result of politicians’ onsite interventions distorting projects and 
ignoring the principles adopted before,89 undermining the unitary image of many civic centers 
and rather leading to ambiguity. Thus, a never-ending process of re-evaluating and changing 
the new civic centers was underway during socialism, according to political and ideological 
demands90 and a lack of in-depth reflection (also caused by hasty decision-making). The image 
of the civic center ended up in being the result of political decisions, dictated by Ceauşescu, 
also in terms of stylistic expression.91 Old civic centers were destroyed and then standardized 
through reconstruction, thus becoming a metonymy for entire Romania in terms of architecture 
during that period.92

The civic centers systemized or rebuilt during Ceaușescu’s regime are a living proof that 
architects were aware of the ways to credit the political power and that the architectural projects 
were centralized and controlled due to the necessity to conform to the standardization of 

Figure 10. Focşani. Union Square and pedestrian space as the civic centre, delimited through collective 
housing with commercial ground floor, and the County Popular Council of Vrancea (photo by V. 
Stamate, circulated in the 1980s).
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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constructions and generic-type architectural projects93 (Figure 10). Architectural standardization 
produced architectural products replicable for the entire urban area, thus enforcing a strategy for 
economic efficiency and a clear ideological message.94

These civic centers, hosting Romania’s network of new development symbols, also hosted the 
social, cultural, and commercial functions of cities and towns. The old symbols were either 
occulted or they tried to integrate them into this visual discourse, depending on the ideological 
needs of the Romanian Communist Party at a certain moment during this period. These needs 
were changing according to Romania’s foreign policy. Therefore, many times, the architectural 
production was reflecting this, and visual representations were, too. Architecture under socialism 
is ideologically and politically driven, and is despotic and impersonal, alienating people who did 
not feel free in the built environment.95 This architecture impaired people’s relation to the envi-
ronment through all their senses.96 Therefore, the inhabitants’ affective map superimposed on the 
new city structure would confirm or infirm the existence of functional civic centers during that 
period.97 This was also induced by the fact that, within these spaces, professional and political 
reasoning were conflicting, searching for compromises and ending in ambiguity and confusing 
urban narratives,98 where the buildings do not form a whole architectural project, but delimit a 
square.99

Introducing the Syndical House of Culture. The new Houses of Culture, some of these having 
been represented in several postcards (diverse representations), single standing, or in collages, 
were most of the times built from scratch and impersonated official culture, similar to the 

Figure 11. Zalău: Porolissum Hotel and Restaurant, The “1 December 1918” Square with the building 
of the political-administrative headquarters (The Administrative Palace), the Syndical House of Culture, 
the Postal Office, and the old city centre.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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universal store, which impersonated state-owned commercial activities and an illusion, eventu-
ally, of consumerism. Syndical Houses of Culture hosted official cultural events which made up 
the official national culture of Romania. Their aim was the cultural emancipation of the working 
masses. In their case as well, picture postcards stood for the representations of a specific set of 
values and of a cultural ideal.

Their typified appearance was given by the fact that façades were divided by a sequence of 
columns, trying to link this to a traditional, Byzantine outlook100 (Figures 12 and 14). Their 
architecture was a tool to make symbolic statements in the “the Dacia 1300 architectural 
landscape”101 (Figure 12), but failed eventually. The Houses of Culture were monumental 
constructions (Figure 12), and as a result, the intimacy feeling was annulled.102 Still, their 
monumentality was educational, and it pointed out their social value103 and the balance 
between the functional and aesthetic.

The program of building Houses of Culture was the star-program of the 1970s, with a climax 
between 1966 and 1974.104 At first, it was a simplified architectural expression because of eco-
nomic reasons, and then their architectural expression became more nuanced.105 They were rep-
resentations of the Golden Age of Romania and were included in the coded imagery discourse of 
the propaganda. Many having a traditional-folk aesthetic, they were “central endowments” of the 
cities106 and were central also to urban representations (Figure 14). The building effort was a 
testimony of economic power.

They are perceived with contempt after the fall of communism, and their fate is by far worse 
than that of the other architectural symbols of the period.

Figure 12. Alba Iulia: Syndical House of Culture.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Figure 14. Târgoviște. Syndical House of Culture, Independence Blvd., “Muntenia” Universal Store, 
Political and administrative headquarters/Palace, The Chindia Tower (15th century), Sports Center [Sala 
Polivalentă] (1987). Photographs by: G. Cocora and C. Nestor.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.

Figure 13. Tg. Jiu: Syndical House of Culture (“Long Live the Romanian Communist Party” on top of it).
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Introducing the universal store. Picture postcards with the new built universal stores, some 
of them having several representations (such as “Central” in Cluj, “Bucur-Obor” in Bucharest, 
“Moldova” in Iași, “Dacia” in Buzău) (Figures 15 and 16), were frequent, either presenting these 
new economic objectives in collages or by themselves. The development policy of the com-
mercial stores was triggered by the socialist industrialization process, which resulted in radical 
social and demographic changes. Stars of the iconography of systematization were the universal 
stores107 because of their relations (i.e., symbolic, ideological, and functional) with the urban 
systematized structure, the civic center, and the urban public space108 (Figures 17 and 18).

The transition of the commerce from the traditional to the socialist retail trade was determined 
by the new socialist lifestyle. The majority of the universal stores and the largest of them were 
built in the 1970s, presenting social and architectural interest.109 Nevertheless, a clear reason for 
the creation of these mass-oriented commercial centers serving a growing population was the 
political one, as they were used as propaganda tools.110 The next two picture postcards are col-
lages observing the same pattern: an image with the exterior of the building and other images 
showing the products and services that people could buy (Figures 15 and 16).

Overt utilitarian expression of large-scale mass housing in the industrial city of Onești 
(Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej) presents Oituz Boulevard, an urban landscape recognizable in many 
newly systemized towns and cities due to the prefabricated blocks of flats (Figure 17), with 
the new universal store in the foreground. The experiment of building from scratch the entire 
town of Onești started in 1952.111

These symbols have a landmark status in the urban memory, being part of the recent heritage. 
At present, their function is still the commercial one, although only partial in some cases. Still, 
many have lost their status.

Figure 15. Bucharest. “Bucur-Obor” Universal Store.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Figure 17. Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej (Oneşti). Universal Store.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.

Figure 16. Buzău. “Dacia” Universal Store.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Introducing the hotel. The hotel was, besides the universal store, a symbol of development and 
centrality of services (Figures 19 and 20). Hotels were also integrated, as far as their aesthetics 
was concerned, into the new images of the socialist city. For instance, hotels on the seaside were 
like the city blocks of flats (Figure 1).112

There were regular and Communist Party’s hotels.113 I chose the city of Cluj to search for 
representations of its new hotels. Two hotels (“Napoca” and “Belvedere”) were often represented 
in picture postcards, in varied images—for instance, a postcard of Cluj-Napoca including images 
of “Napoca” Hotel and the Botanical gardens, of a panoramic view, usually with an older build-
ing represented to point out the continuity between the past and the present (i.e. The Taylor’s 
Tower), of the view from the Terrace of “Napoca” Hotel. In another postcard (from 1978), 
although “Belvedere” Hotel looks grim and obsolete, and deteriorated, the sender describes it as 
beautiful, a symbol to be proud of. This may be the reason why such representations of Cluj-
Napoca were maintained also in the 1990s (Figures 21 and 22).

Introducing the residential areas with blocks of flats. Meuser and Zadorin consider mass housing 
a generally avoided research topic,114 and Zarecor names the block of flats as the core building 
type during socialism.115 Having a social role, as it gave to people their own apartments, modern-
ist architecture was held responsible for the appearance of the most monotonous environment, 
standing for “individual suppression and dejection.”116 It also shaped people’s everyday life,117 as 
well as the overall features and image of the Romanian city.118 Recent research shows also how 
the additional garages built during that period in mass housing districts, to answer the need for 
more space, became a part of the socialist and post-socialist urban landscape.119

In Romania, the new urban landscape was born after 1960,120 impairing space and community 
life. The turning of Romania into a big production site was the effect of forced industrialization 

Figure 18. Bacău. “Luceafărul” Universal Store, with a Dacia car driving by in front of it.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Figure 19. Cluj-Napoca. “Napoca” and “Belvedere” Hotels part of the city identity, besides the 
Romanian Opera (national historical monument, built between 1904 and 1906 by Helmer and Fellner 
fom Vienna), the statue of Michael the Great (uncovered in 1976) in the homonymous square, and a 
panoramic view of the city, with blocks of flats in the foreground.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.

Figure 20. “Cluj-Napoca. View with the Fortress Hill” (published by DECT in 1993 and circulated in 
1995; text on the back, in Romanian and French).
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Figure 21. View from Cluj. Standardised appearance of collective housing; documenting the building 
process in the 1960s.
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.

Figure 22. Cluj – Grigorescu District (publ. in 1968).
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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and of the industrialization of constructions which aimed at solving the country’s underdevelop-
ment, modernizing Romania in a brisk rhythm. For instance, in 1948, there were 3,487,995 urban 
residents (counting for 22% of the total population), urban population reaching 11,540,494 
inhabitants (50.6%) in 1985. The number of conventional apartments—66,000 completed in the 
1950s—will reach 1,320,000 in the 1970s and 1,700,000 in the 1980s, according to official sta-
tistics, as the aim of Ceaușescu was to accommodate most of the Romanians in apartment build-
ings (i.e., he wanted more than 90% of those in Bucharest to live as such in the 1990s).121 Thus, 
collectivism was an aim that the socialist city was to achieve for improving people’s lives in the 
urban area.122

However, as many noticed (scientists and regular people), the costs were tremendously high 
(economically, Romania could not pay its foreign debts, as of 1980s, because this industrializa-
tion was based on foreign loans and therefore consumption was drastically reduced and goods 
were oriented toward export), while socially and culturally much was lost (heritage and life-
styles). Pseudo-architecture offered solutions to transferring the rural population to the city,123 
while the human dimension was ignored by architecture and the Party. The working-class hous-
ing was usually built in the proximity of the urban industrial areas (so both were at the periphery), 
and this created the image and monotonous landscape of the typical Romanian socialist city. At 
the landscape level, these changes were particularly visible in the appearance of new urban 
neighborhoods hosting prefabricated collective housing projects featuring the same lack of iden-
tity of mass building (blocks of flats) from all over the world in fact. Political propaganda con-
stantly aimed at making these modern “achievements” visible, and their powerful visual discourse 
was embedded also in representations on picture postcards of the urban area during the respective 
period (Figures 21 and 22).

Mass-produced construction materials were the solution for fast urban changes, and the state-
controlled representations had to keep the pace with these: for example, picture postcards were 
such mass-distributed representations of the standardized faces of development. The same urban 
concept and resulting image were repeated tirelessly, making it many times difficult to recognize 
the place from images: it could be part of any town or city from Romania. The fact that these 
constructions were cheap and took short construction time was enough to make this modernizing 
policy unaware of any quality of living endeavors.

People and the urban area. The dominant genre in picture postcards in Romania was that 
of landscapes and object photography (buildings with various functions, city centers, new 
neighborhoods, monuments). The representations of the new nation/society were realized 
with a limited number of highly repetitive photographic subjects. In terms of collective imagi-
nation, these representations contributed to creating the urban image of Romania, during a 
highly selective process. The modernized landscape is the main actor/subject represented, not 
the people. People are part of the landscape and were also represented in picture postcards, 
although rarely.

Where they were not part of the landscape, people appeared in folk (i.e., national) costumes or 
in the uniform of their institution. Clothing is an indicator of the intention of representation when 
people are photographed, and their attitude as well. People in national costumes (Figure 23) pos-
ing for the camera are just objects for tourist or ideological consumption, rendering an iconic 
composition with a symbolic relationship between people and the city. Traditional costumes 
appear in picture postcards of the urban area, but not of villages; they are brought to the urban 
area providing the authenticity and rootedness of the urban. The viewer’s sweet nostalgia for the 
rural area, and the home of tradition and beauty is provoked. The discursive construction of this 
representation is more complicated than for the majority of them, as it reproduces a meta-code 
shaping the Romanian society in which the visual discourse is constructed.124 Staging fake 
authenticity is appealing to foreign tourists, while Romanians know that these women do not 
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normally dress in a folk costume (Figure 23), which, during the socialist period, was named 
national costume. This means that for the Romanians this image has other meanings than for the 
foreign tourists: it is about the role of tradition (supposedly a significant one) in shaping the pres-
ent and the cultural identity of cities.

Physically passive, admiring the landscape, thinking, photographed from behind, they identify 
themselves with those sending or receiving the postcard, having the same perspective upon the 
landscape (Figure 24). In most instances, they are represented going about their daily business.

There was a repeated pattern underlying the representations of the urban. Thus, these repre-
sentations participated in the creation of its spatial and cultural identity, enforcing the place-
attachment of its inhabitants. They shaped how the Romanians imagined their space and people 
(alongside maps, school textbooks, newspapers, etc.).

The impact of the socialist changes on the preexisting urban morphology was significant and 
rather radical. Built traces of the socialist construction program dominate the urban landscape and 
shaped people’s interactions and relationships with space. Communist era architecture, its repre-
sentations, and how it is perceived, are still of interest because we inhabit it and we face various 
difficulties or challenges because of it.125 It is faceless, anonymous, and lacking distinguished 
buildings.126 The Romanian case was not singular, as Novikov shows in “the dramatic story of 
Soviet architecture.”127 However, recent research shows how urban planning should and can inte-
grate past heritage.128

The self-legitimation discourse of the Party, which set the norm in representations of Romania 
and of the urban Romania, should not and cannot be ignored, because its visual discourse is still 
active through past representations, which are still appealing to Romanians’ feelings and memory 
about a nostalgic or painful past. Both the territorial structure and the social consciousness of the 
Romanian society were redefined in the socialist period.

Figure 23. “Cluj - general view” (1968).
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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Therefore, representations influence inhabitants’ lived experience and have thus created a 
“collective landscape,”129 an imagined community130 that should be taken into account when 
making urban development policies. The more distilled is the visual discourse of the socialist 
period, because of this double filter on how the cityscape is built and represented, due to the cod-
ing of ideological messages in architectural and then photographic representations.

These representations are “hegemonically scripted discourses.”131 They are rooted in moder-
nity as foregrounded by forced industrialization and urbanization, and thus, they are a portal to 
the discourses of the respective period. Propaganda appropriated the representation of space 
proposing an essentialist and hegemonic view upon Romanian society. Therefore, these represen-
tations reflect the political elite’s perspective on development, creating the basis for a “discursive 
visual tradition.”132

These images reflect the social, economic, and political context of their production, ideology 
dictating the selection of subjects and the final appearance of a unitary image in representations 
of the Romanian space, mainly through the urban area. The landscape of development is repre-
sented as simply urban and through industry. This was the politics of representation, in relation 
to the development and overall progress of Romania. The visual discourse created a new way of 
seeing the transformed Romanian landscape, and therefore images were representing the urban 
area, where most of the changes took place, in terms of construction of buildings and infrastruc-
ture. The visual, with all types of iconographic sources, followed the material urban changes, 
reflecting these transformations and the larger processes behind them. The represented industrial 
objectives or the products of the building activity were perceived as status symbols of the regime 
and of the places they represented or hosted them. They were the business card with the endow-
ments to be proud of. They represented tropes of modernity in the urban landscape. They 

Figure 24. Cluj-Napoca. View from the Fortress Hill (published by OSETCM, and circulated in 1977; 
text in Romanian and French; photo by Kuty Gavrilă).
Source: Oana-Ramona Ilovan.
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presented the serious traits of a country in a discourse where the considered subject matters were 
carefully selected and represented through visual and written means. Their message was promo-
tional and ideological, advertising the achievements of the working people, led by the Party and 
the supreme Leader. Their message/meaning was fixed and repetitive, deprived of any critical 
component.

Discursive conceit was based on certain themes and symbols related both to time (history) and 
to space and place (geography). The official visual discourse aimed at controlling how people 
perceived the new landscape and also at controlling public and private space. Easily, representa-
tions of a “present golden epoch” can turn to representations of a golden past when visual imag-
ery is supporting such a discourse. “[T]he palimpsest character of the images”133 is visible in 
picture postcards due to cultural landscape photography. In addition, a stereotyping process was 
taking place.

Conclusion

The image of the socialist Romania and its cities is part of the present urban hybrid cultural land-
scape, and it is part of its territorial identity. The analyzed images include representations of 
buildings, sites, and landscapes that are strongly linked to the notions of Romanians’ national 
identity. The potent propaganda apparatus of the Romanian Communist Party created serious 
documentary images that eventually formed an educational visual discourse, based on proof of 
change or of changing urban landscapes. The aim of these representations was to construct and 
reinforce knowledge about the country. Moreover, these images function metonymically (the 
urban area represents the whole country). The result was a complex visual discourse in Romania 
about urban identity and national identity through the urban area. This visual discourse took part 
in the construction of the new, socialist, “better” Romania.

After mapping these representations, symbols, and their underlying meaning, I reached the 
following overarching conclusions. First, the study of landscape and representation should be 
conducted in the context of social power relations. Socialist planning acted as a modernizing fac-
tor for Romania, and this was reflected in the written and visual propaganda present in diverse 
fields: mass media (newspapers, TV and radio broadcasting), scientific literature, political dis-
courses, education, inhabitants’ perceptions and discourses, and so on—images themselves being 
a propaganda tool.

Second, the ideological agenda of the Communist Party shaped the modernization of 
Romania, and its impact is visible especially in the inherited urban landscape. The way the Party 
envisioned Romania’s modernity was legitimated through propaganda, and its visual discourse 
was a powerful tool in this context. Moreover, re-educating through images the inhabitants’ 
relation with their living environment should be considered as this forty-year process altered the 
Romanian and regional communities’ structures of expectations. Results showed stereotyped 
representations and their significance for place memory and community building. The defini-
tions of the urban area and also of those living there were built according to an ideological and 
developmental canon. There was a manner of looking at the landscape proposed in every act of 
reading, as socialism and communism created a new form of subjectivity, a new identity. It was 
an identity that they prepared for the people. This is alive as long as the memory of that period 
is alive.

Third, similar to customs, shared representations give individuals the feeling of being attached 
to a group, and the official discourse was very careful and insistent on forming these feelings of 
group attachment, place-attachment (in a radically changing landscape), and hoping attachment 
to the Party ideals eventually. Many representations were either remodeled or built during the 
socialist period. Place-attachment was stronger in that period when people’s spatial history took 
place in the same or only in few locations.
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Fourth, I argue that representations of landscapes and of the city in general in visual imagery 
influenced our viewing of the present Romanian space (this is to be further verified in a future 
study). Finally, policy-making focusing on the urban area should take into account these changes 
in people’s perceptions and their relation to the past, and the socialist and communist legacy in 
both its material and immaterial form, “investigating the emotional aura of architecture, the mate-
rial traces and the cultural representations left in the urban texture and personal memory.”134

My research has certain limitations: it presents my reading of these resources, still a contextu-
alized one (geographically and historically), but nevertheless involving a certain degree of sub-
jectivity.135 Further research could develop on exploring the contemporary meaning136 of these 
representations of places produced during past periods. These official representations may have 
remained popular images in the present discourse on places and on territorial identity.

In fact, further research on this topic could remove this limitation of author’s personal reading 
when involving other qualitative methods than visual methodology and discourse analysis. Such 
additional methods could be interviews, focus-groups, qualitative questionnaires, and so on that 
could explore people’s perceptions of space and place starting from the same (and other) images. 
In addition, in my research, although I focus on the official discourse on place and its construc-
tion through propaganda, I do not imply that the regular individuals had no agency in place 
construction. Although the process of territorial identification was underlined, also processes of 
resistance should be discussed in future research.
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